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1. Let M(g,O) denote the mapping class group of a closed surface Sg of genus g, 
and let M(g, 1) denote the mapping class group of a surface Sg,, with one boundary 
component. (The elements of M(g, 1) fix the boundary of S,,, pointwise.) Then, 
according to the work of Harer in [7], the latter M(g, 1) forms a direct limit system 
of groups and the cohomology of this direct limit M= li,mg M(g, 1) is isomorphic to 
the cohomology of M(g, l), up to a stable range, i.e., for gl3q, 
H4(M(g, 1); Z)=P(M(g+ 1,l); Z)c .a* =W(M; Z). 
In fact, in this same range, the above stable cohomology groups also coincide with 
the cohomology Hq(A4(g, 0); H) of M(g, 0). 
Recently, the authors obtained some nontrivial torsion cohomology classes of this 
group M (see [4]). Subsequently, a better result was obtained by the work of Glover- 
Mislin in [6]. They showed that the stable cohomology contains an element of order 
E,,=den.(&/2k), the denominator of B,,/2k where B,, denotes the 2k-th Ber- 
noulli number, (B2 = l/6, B4 = l/30, B, = l/42, . ..). In this note, we will prove the 
following: 
(1.1) Theorem. The cohomology H*(M; .?I[+]) contains as a direct summand the 
cohomology H *(Im J; Z[+]) of the space Im J. 
By definition, the space Im J can be written as a product Im J= n,(Im JOa,) 
where I runs through all primes and Im J@Z, denotes the space Im J localized at 
1. From the proof of the Adams conjecture (see [l], [lo]), it is known that, for I odd, 
this last space Im J@Z, is the same as the fiber FI,u~@Z’~ of the Adams operation 
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$‘, provided that p is a generator of the multiplicative group G,z of units in Z/12. 
Therefore, by the Kunneth formula, we have: 
H *(Im J; .Z[+]) = @ H *(Ftyp; 27,) 
I odd 
where Z, denotes the ring of I-adic integers. In [8], there is a formula for the coho- 
mology H *(Fyp, Z,): additively, its generators <, can be represented by monomials 
b;... b&...& where a< .*a <y, e< ... < 7, a < Q, with the defining relation 
G(m)lC,l = 0 
where O(m) is the highest f-power dividing all the integers pa - 1, . . . , py - 1, 
pe- 1, . . . . p’-- 1. Thus, from (l.l), the cohomology of the infinite mapping class 
group A4 has a very complicated pattern, and we can produce odd torsion classes 
in addition to those related to Bernoulli numbers as in [6]. 
We would like to acknowledge our debts to Browder, Clover, Miller, Mislin and 
Priddy for many helpful discussions. Especially to Browder because the main thrust 
of our proof grew out of a conversation with him, and also to Mislin because he 
pointed out a mistake in the first draft of this manuscript. 
2. Let us begin by describing a piece of work of Quillen more than fifteen years ago, 
at a time when algebraic K-theory was still in its cradle (see [lo]). 
Let Sp,,(Z) and Sp,,([F,) denote respectively the group of 2g-by-2g symplectic 
matrices with entries in the ring of natural integers Z, and in the finite field F, of 
p elements. We have injections: 
SP,,@)-rSP,,+,(‘D, SPz&)-‘SP2g+2(~p) 
of symplectic groups of lower degree into higher ones. There are no natural choices 
for these injections, but their difference will not matter because all of them are 
conjugate to each other and give rise to the same homomorphisms in homology. As 
in the case of the mapping class group M= li,m M(g, l), we can also take the direct 
limit to form the infinite symplectic groups 
SPV) = 15 SP2&@), SPV,) = li$ Sp2#,). 
With coefficients in a finite field F,, I#p, the homology of the second symplectic 
group Sp(F,) was computed by Quillen and others (see [lo], [51). 
H*(=P,,(~,); F,) = 
k]&l[e&-i~j= 1 , . . . . k], for d even, 
,..., k]@A[e&_,lj= l,..., k], for d odd. 
= ). 1 ..]@/l[eid_,Ij= l,... 1, for d even, 
=l,. ..]@/l[e&_,lj=l,... 1, for d odd. (2.1) 
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Here the polynomial algebra generators &, &, and the exterior algebra gener- 
ators eid_, , eid_ 1 are respectively of degrees 2dj, 4dj, 2dj - 1, 4dj - 1, and d is the 
order of p in the multiplicative group G, = IF:, d = min{ r 1 r# 0, pr = 1 mod I } . The 
idea behind this computation is to consider an algebraic torus Tk in SpZdk(lFP) of
maximal rank. Such a torus Tk can be written in the form 
where lF,,d is a degree d extension over ff,, and [F:d is the multiplicative group of its 
units. Just as in the case of a compact lie group, there is a natural isomorphism: 
(2.2) H *(BSp&Fp); IF,) G H *(BT,; IF,)~ 
where W is the Weyl group of the torus Tk in Sp,#,), i.e. W=N(T)/T, NT)= 
normalizer of T. Formula (2.1) is an immediate consequence of the above iso- 
morphism because we can determine immediately the cohomology of BT, and its 
invariant elements under the action of W. 
Now, for the cohomology of Sp(Z), there is a method to produce elements in 
H*(BSp(Z), F,), modelled after an approach of Quillen, known as ‘Brauer lifting’. 
The idea is that many of the I-torsion elements in the infinite torus T=li,m Tk can 
be lifted from Sp([F,) to Sp(Z). By working in the mod I category in the sense of 
Serre and by choosing p suitably (see (2.6) below), we have a commutative diagram 
of classifying spaces 
reduction modp 
BSPWCW, ‘BSP(F~)@& 
‘Brauer liftinh /Lhsion 
BTQZ, 
and so there is a splitting in cohomology. 
We will now attempt to carry out this method of lifting to the mapping class 
group, as indicated by the dotted arrow in the following: 
BA4, BSp(Z)@Z,------- 
.A_ 
BSp(E,)O& 
. .._ 
. . . .._ \ / 
1. . . BT@Z, 
Notice that there is an obstruction to lifting an arbitrary finite subgroup G of Sp(Z) 
directly to M(g, 0), due to the well-known ‘Hurwitz bound’, IG 1 I 84(g- 1). It is 
therefore natural to adopt the strategy of lifting those small subgroups in Tk which 
play important roles in the cohomology of Sp([F,). In [4], we chose the cyclic sub- 
group C of order I in the one-dimensional torus T, = F,[e2n[“d] *, k= 1. 
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The procedure goes as follows. 
Firstly, there is an action of such a cyclic group C on the Riemann sphere X0 = Ip’ 
defined by the rotation [x : y] -+ [x : e 2ni”y]. This action has exactly two fixed points 
{0,03}, and away from these two fixed points the action is free. Choose one such 
free orbit {x. C} consisting of 1 elements, we can form a hyperelliptic Riemann 
surface (curve) Xi of genus (I- 1)/2, covering Xc, with {x,x.g, . . ..x.g’-‘. 03) as its 
branch set. Since C operates on X0 keeping this branch set stable, it is not difficult 
to see that the action of C on X0 can be lifted to one on Xi. 
Using the Lefschetz fixpoint formula, we can determine the induced action of C 
on the first cohomology H’(X,; [FP) of Xi with coefficients in [F,,: 
(2.3) H’(X,; ED)= ker{e: F,[C]+F,} 
where [F,[C] denotes the group algebra of C and E is the augmentation map. The 
kernel of E is also known as the augmentation ideal and will be denoted by F,[C] 
in the following. On the level of classifying spaces, this formula (2.3) gives us a very 
good description of the composite map 
e: BC+BM 
( > 
‘$0 +BSp+,,(Z)+BSp+,,([F,) 
and its effect on cohomology. 
It is convenient to think of the pullback classes Q *& or Q*& as a form of 
‘Chern classes’ Cj(Q> of the symplectic representation Q : C-Sp+ i,(F,). Since the 
group algebra [F,[C] is semi-simple, it splits into a direct product of extension 
fields [F,h) of [F,,, each of which corresponds to an irreducible representation x 
of C, i.e. 
As ~&I = nxzl F,_,k) the first Chern class C,(Q) is the sum of all the nontrivial 
components C, + , cl&). Hence a complication enters into our picture because, 
although each of the individual classes c,k) is known to be nonzero, there may be 
cancellations in the sum which give zero at the end (for a detailed explanation we 
refer the reader to [4]). To overcome this difficulty, we restrict ourselves to the 
situation when I - 1 =d. In this case, H’(X,, FP) = F,[C] consists of only one irre- 
ducible representation so that the pullback Q *(cld), or Q *(cdd), is nontrivial. 
To ensure this condition, I- 1 =d, we choose a congruence class p modulo l2 
such that p is a generator in the multiplicative group G/2. Note that G/2 is iso- 
morphic to Z/Ix Z/l - 1 = Z/l x G,, and under the natural projection P is mapped 
onto a generator of order d = I- 1 in G,. By the theory of arithmetic progression of 
primes, there exist infinitely many primes p such that p=p mod 12. Any such prime 
will satisfy our requirement. 
(2.4) Theorem. Let 1 be an odd prime and let g= (I- 1)/2. Then there exists a 
nontrivial l-torsion class ,in the cohomology H2(‘- ‘)(M(g, 0); Z). 
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(2.5) Remark. Instead of taking only one orbit {x.C} to form our hyperelliptic 
surface, we can take k different orbits {xi .C>, . . . . {xk.C}, xi#xj*g. For k odd, we 
can always add to these orbits the point at 00, and construct a 2-fold branch covering 
X, over P’ with branch set {x,~C}U{x2~C}U .-.U{x,.C}U{o3}. The result is a 
hyperelliptic curve X, of genus g = (kf - 1)/2, with an action of the cyclic group C. 
In fact, for all k= 1 mod 1, the induced mapping 
@k : BC-+BWg, WBSP,,(O+BSP&&+BSP(~,) 
has the first Chern class as in the original situation when k = 1. Thus the statement 
in the above theorem holds for arbitrarily large genus g. 
(2.6) In regard to (l.l), the choice of p and 1 in the above construction is the best 
that we can make. A quick check in the literature shows that the image of the stable 
J-homomorphism 
J: %W~%+%-l+NW) 
is a cyclic group of order equal to the denominator of Blkldk. In particular, away 
from 2-torsion, the I-primary component n,(ImJ)@Z(,, of the homotopy groups 
of Im J are given by the formula: 
Ulj, 
c 
for i=4k- 1,2k=fj-‘(I- l), 
7r;(Im J)@Z(,, = 
0, otherwise. 
From the results in [l], this is isomorphic to the corresponding group of the fiber 
of the Adams operation Et,@, 
n;(W’)OQ = ~;(BSP(E,) + )Oz(/) 
whenever p is a generator in G/z. Furthermore the first nontrivial I-torsion in both 
of these groups appears in 
=2(/h 1)- 1(1m J)O~c~J = ~2~1~ I)- i(BSp(E,) + )OQ, 
and is cyclic of order 1. In cohomology, this appears in H2(‘-‘)(Im J; ZI) = 
H*(‘- ‘)(BSp([F,) +; Z,) and is precisely the element realized by our theorem. 
3. In degree higher than 2(1- l), the above results in (2.4) have been substantially 
improved by the work of Glover-Mislin (see [6]). They prove the following: 
(3.1) Theorem. The stable cohomology group H *(M(g, 0); Z) contains an element 
of odd order which is the same except for a power of 2, as the denominator of 
B2,/2k where B,, denotes the 2k-th Bernoulli number. 
Roughly speaking, their ideas are based upon the study of Riemann surfaces with 
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bigger automorphism groups than the cyclic group C mentioned before. As ex- 
plained in the introduction, our viewpoint is to rely more on homotopy theory. 
For this, we have to introduce an H-space structure into the theory of mapping 
class groups. There is a natural sum operation on Riemann surfaces with a single 
boundary component: given two such Riemann surfaces (S,, bS,), (S,,,oS,,) of 
genus g and g’, we can join them together by sewing their boundary circles to a 
sphere P with 3 holes (pair of pants), and the result is a surface 
(S,, q # (S,,, is,,) = (S, u s&., u P, bP - a, - bS,f) 
with one boundary component and of genus g+g’. Automorphisms of these sur- 
faces p : Sg+Sg, p’ : Sg,+Sg, fixing the boundary component (pointwise) can be put 
together to form an automorphism of (S,,bS,) # (S,,,oS,,) by extending to the 
identity map over P. 
These operations lead us to a monoidal structure on the classifying spaces 
LI g20BM(g, l), and the usual procedure of group completion QB(Us,cBM(g, 1)) 
gives us an H-space. According to E. Miller, this H-space has the structure of a 
double loop space and so in particular it is homotopy commutative (see [9]). 
For gr3, the groups M(g, 1) and M(g,O) are perfect. Therefore we can form 
the plus constructions BM(g, 1) + and BM(g, 0) + of the corresponding spaces 
BM(g, 1) and BM(g, 0). Similar to the situation in algebraic K-theory, the above 
H-space QB( LI g20 BM(g, 1)) can be identified with the product of the discrete 
group h and the direct limit BM+ = li,m BM(g, 1) + of these plus constructions, 
QB(U,,, BM(g, I))--ZxBM+. 
Life would be much simpler for us if there were an obvious sum operation for 
M(g, 0) or an obvious way of taking direct limit for M(g, 0) + . This difficulty is by- 
passed by considering the natural mapping f : BM(g, l)+ +BM(g, 0) + between these 
two plus constructions. According to the results of J. Harer, mentioned in the 
Introduction, this mapping f is highly connected as g becomes large, zi(f) = 0, 
ieg. Therefore, up to homotopy, we can either think of the spaces BM(g, 0) + and 
BM(g, 1)’ as having the same low dimensional skeletons, or we can think off as 
a fibration with a highly connected fiber. In the following discussion, we will adopt 
the second viewpoint. 
It is a consequence of the proof of the Nielsen conjecture that the group M(g, 1) 
is torsion free, and so on the group level we cannot expect to lift the previous cyclic 
group C from M(g, 0) to M(g, 1). However, on the space level, we can pull back the 
fibration f: BM(g, l)++BM(g,O)+ to one h : Ek(C)+B(C) over B(C). 
E)(C) Jk BM(g, 1) + 
B(C) L Bk, 0) + 
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As mentioned before, we can imbed B(C) into M(g, 0) with genus as high as we like 
by choosing k very large. Since the fiber of h is the same as f, the space &(C) can 
be made to have the same homology as B(C) in an arbitrarily high range. For all 
practical purposes, this total space Ek(C) serves as a good replacement for B(C). 
4. To prove Theorem (l.l), we will show that the cohomology H*(BM+; Z[+]) 
contains as a direct summand the I-torsion elements in H*(BSp,,(E,) +; Z), pro- 
viding p is a generator in G/2. 
Since BM’ and BSp([F,) + are double loop spaces, from the theory of H-spaces, 
there are natural H-maps t: Q2Z2BMt-+BM+ and o: Q2L’2BSp(lFp)t-+BSp(lFp)+. 
Moreover, the mapping between BMf and BSp([F,) + is a double loop map, and 
we have a commutative diagram: 
Q=.Z’h 
Q2.Z2Ek(C)- Q2.Z2B(C) 
(4. I) Q2.Z2BM + - Q2.Z2BSp(E,) ’ 
BM+ ’ BSPUJ,) + . 
(4.2) Lemma. In the right hand side of the above diagram, the composite map 
cr : Q2Z2B(C)+Q2Z2BSp(IF,) + +BSp([F,) + induces split surjections on the I- 
priminary components of the homotopy groups. 
The proof of this lemma can be found in Browder’s paper (lot. cit.). In Theorem 
(5.9) of [2], he proved that there is a split surjection 
where ff,[[] denotes the finite field over [F,, obtained by adjoining the fth-root of 
unity [, and the map y between C and E,[c] is defined by sending a generator of 
C to [. There is an obvious commutative diagram: 
where the bottom map is induced by the transfer homomorphism explained on 
p. 54 of [2]. This last mapping e induces a split surjection on the I-priminary 
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components of the homotopy groups e*: n.(BSp~~[r])‘OZ-t~,(BSp~,+)OlZ,. 
This is because IF,[[] is an extension of degree (/- l), and if we compose e, with 
the mapping induced by the inclusion of 1F, into F,[[], the composite is multipli- 
cation by the unit (1- 1) in Z,. This proves Lemma (4.2). 
Returning to diagram (4.1), we observe that by choosing k large, the top hori- 
zontal mapping Q2Z2h : Q2Z2Ek(C)+Q2Z2B(C) may be made as highly connected 
as we like. This implies that the composite mapping 
d : Q2_Z2Ek(C)N22Z2BM+ +BM+ +BSp(lF,)’ 
is a split surjection in I-adic homotopy n,( )@Z, in this range. We conclude that 
the mapping between BM+ -+BSp([Fp)+ induces split surjections on I-adic homo- 
topy in all degrees. 
Finally, to prove that this is a split surjection in homology (not just in homotopy) 
we only have to appeal to the following variation of Lemma (4.2). 
(4.3) Lemma. The composite map a : Q2,Z2B(C)+SZ2Z2BSp(Fp)++BSp(Fp)+ in-
duces split surjection on homology with coefficients in Z,. ’ 
As in the proof (4.2), we can replace BSp([Fp)+ by the space BSp([F,[[])+ 
because the homology of BSp(lF,) ’ with &-coefficients is a direct summand in the 
corresponding homology of BSp([F,[i])+. Therefore, it is enough to prove that 
there is a split surjection on homology 
Y*: Jf,(Q2~2B(Q JW~~*(BSPO&KI)+; &I. 
The proof of this is the same as the proof of Theorem (5.9) in [2], using homology 
groups instead of homotopy groups. The idea is that the information on the 
homology groups with Z,-coefficients can be recovered from the Bockstein spectral 
sequence of the homology with coefficients in Z/l. In particular, to prove that the 
above mapping y* is a split surjection, it is enough to prove that there is a split 
surjection on the corresponding Bockstein spectral sequences. To analyze the 
Bockstein spectral sequence for the homotopy x&~~.Z~B(C); Z/f) and 
n*(BSp([F,[[])‘; Z/I), Browder proved in Theorem (5.4) that Bockstein’s opera- 
tion is related to a ‘pth-power operation’. A similar theorem in the homology 
Bockstein spectral sequence also holds (see (2.2) and (5.2) of [3]). In fact, Browder’s 
approach to the homotopy Bockstein sequence was to reduce the situation to homo- 
logy, which he had already dealt with in his paper [3] ten years before. The rest of 
the argument follows exactly the same way, and we will not give the details here. 
(4.4) Remark. The above argument does not lead to a splitting of Im J@Z[+] into 
the space BM+ @Z[+]. This is because BM ’ is only known to be a double loop 
space and not an infinite loop space. 
’ (4.3) also provides an alternate proof of Theorem (3.1) 
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(4.5) Finally, to conclude our discussion, we would like to pose the following 
problem: Does the cohomology H *(BM+; Z) of the infinite mapping class group 
contain as a direct sumrnand the cohomology H *(BSp(Z); Z) of the integral sym- 
plectic group Sp(Z)? Among other things, an affirmative answer would imply that 
all the known odd torsion elements in algebraic K-theory are part of the theory of 
Riemann surfaces! 
Note added in proof 
There seems to be some question about the proof of Theorem (5.9) in [2] and 
hence our Lemma (4.2). However, Lemma (4.3) and Theorem (1.1) remain valid 
using Browder’s original arguments in [3]. 
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